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Structural chromosome aberrations are known hallmarks of many solid tumors. In the
papillary form of thyroid cancer (PTC), for example, activation of the receptor tyrosine
kinase (RTK) genes, ret or the neurotrophic tyrosine kinase receptor type I (NTRK1) by
intra- or interchromosomal rearrangements have been suggested as a cause of the
disease. The 1986 accident at the nuclear power plant in Chernobyl, USSR, led to the
uncontrolled release of high levels of radioisotopes. Ten years later, the incidence of
childhood papillary thyroid cancer (chPTC) near Chernobyl had risen by two orders of
magnitude. Tumors removed from some of these patients showed aberrant expression
of the ret RTK gene due to a ret/PTC1 or ret/PTC3 rearrangement involving chromosome 10. However, many cultured chPTC cells show a normal G-banded karyotype and
no ret rearrangement. We hypothesize that the "ret-negative" tumors inappropriately
express a different oncogene or have lost function of a tumor suppressor as a result of
chromosomal rearrangements, and decided to apply molecular and cytogenetic
methods to search for potentially oncogenic chromosomal rearrangements in Chernobyl
chPTC cases. Knowledge of the kind of genetic alterations may facilitate the early
detection and staging of chPTC as well as provide guidance for therapeutic intervention.

Key words: thyroid cancer, radiation, Chernobyl, gene expression, chromosome
aberration, translocation
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INTRODUCTION
The incidence of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) (1) increases significantly after
exposure of the head and neck region to ionizing radiation, yet the precise mechanisms
involved in malignant transformation of thyroid epithelium are unknown (2). In 1986, an
accident at the nuclear power plant in Chernobyl, Ukraine, led to the release of high
levels of radioisotopes. Ten years later, the incidence of childhood papillary thyroid
cancer (chPTC) near Chernobyl which averaged about 1 tumor incidence per 106
children per year prior to 1986 had risen by 2 orders of magnitude, most likely as a
consequence of increased exposure to ionizing radiation (3 - 5).
The routes and mechanisms by which radiation generated these additional thyroid
cancers remain mysterious. More than 15 years ago, we began to archive thyroid tumor
tissues from patients who underwent thyroidectomy after living in regions exposed to
high levels of radioactive fall-out from the power plant accident, among them 214
specimens from children (6). Several tumors from this collection aberrantly expressed
ret tyrosine kinase (tk) transcripts due to a chromosomal rearrangements involving
chromosome 10.
The ret/PTC oncogene is an activated form of the ret proto-oncogene, which maps to
chromosome 10q11.2 and encodes a transmembrane RTK gene (7 - 8). Major types of
ret activations such as ret/PTC1, ret/PTC2, or ret/PTC3 showed a rearrangements with
one breakpoint in the relatively large intron 11 of RET and the downstream portion of
the gene with its entire tk domain fused in frame with the 5'-part of a constitutively
expressed gene (Fig.1A). The products of such, sometimes complex rearrangements
which may involve more than two chromosomes produce a processed chimeric mRNA
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which leads to a hybrid protein with full tk activity, but loss of ligand binding domain as
well as transmembrane regions (9).
The ret/PTC1 (Fig.1B) and ret/PTC3 oncogenes are caused by paracentric
inversions on the long arm of chromosome 10 (9 - 10), while ret/PTC2 is caused by a
reciprocal translocation t(10;17) (11). A common feature of activating rearrangements,
the breakage of the ret gene within intron 11 upstream of the tk domain led us to propose a simple in situ hybridization protocol with breakpoint-flanking DNA probes for the
rapid detection of rearrangements in single interphase cells (12). Application of this or a
similar detection scheme has helped investigators so far to identify up to 15 different
rearrangements of ret, with most of them in rather small patient cohorts (13 - 14).
However, a shortfall of some of the published FISH-based assays for detection of ret
rearrangements in interphase cells is the low specificity of ‘probe overlap’ assays using
probe or probe contigs which leave a gap between the 5’-end and the 3’-end of ret. An
example of such incomplete coverage of the region of interest is the BAC-based
approach described by Chen et al. (2007). Even when probes map only a few tens of
kb apart, chromatin structure or decondensation combined with the effects of sample
preparation may let the FISH signals appear separated by microns and being counted
erroneously as ret rearrangements.
In addition, many chPTC tumors have phenotypes not attributable to aberrant ret
expression or noticeable rearrangements of chromosome 10. Instead, most cells
showed a normal G-banded karyotype. Moreover, even within a ret-positive chPTC
tumor as determined by reverse transcript PCR (rt-PCR) analysis, not all cells express
ret or contain a rearranged chromosome 10.
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The human gene for NTRK1 encodes a signal transducing transmembrane neurotrophic receptor that is stimulated by nerve growth factor. This gene maps to chromosome
1 band q21-22 (15), and its expression in normal tissue is limited to neural-crest derived
sensory neurons (16). Aberrant forms of NTRK1 are created by in-frame fusion of its tk
domain with 5’-sequences of the human non-muscular tropomyosin gene (TPM3) have
been found in colon and thyroid carcinomas (16 - 19). Like NTRK1, TPM3 also maps to
chromosome 1q. We previously described some of our cytogenetic studies of chromosome 1 rearrangements in PTC (12, 20 - 21), and in this communication we will touch
only briefly on these relatively rare changes involving the long arm of chromosome 1 in
chPTC (18 - 19).
We hypothesize that classes of ret/PTC- or NTRK1 activation-negative tumors exist
that inappropriately express a different oncogene or have lost function of a tumor
suppressor as a result of chromosomal rearrangements. We also believe knowledge of
the kind of genetic alterations leading to PTC may facilitate the early detection and
staging of tumors as well as provide guidance for therapeutic intervention.
To further our goals, we followed two independent approaches: first, we applied an rtPCR assay with mixed-based oligonucleotide primers for conserved regions of tk genes
followed by product cloning and sequencing to generate a global overview of tk
expression in four tumor specimens. Our second, FISH-based approach for karyotype
analysis combines the high specificity of bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)-derived
DNA probes with the sensitive single-cell detection capability of FISH, thus enabling the
rapid and unambiguous detection of small translocations, duplications and inversions
necessary to identify and characterize occult translocations in PTC (21 - 22).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell and Tissue samples
Primary cell cultures and cell lines were prepared from PTC cases that arose
following the 1986 nuclear accident in Chernobyl, Ukraine, and sporadic PTC cases as
described [6]. The case S48TK found particular interest due to its large number of
unbalanced translocations. For gene expression studies, cells were seeded on cleaned,
autoclaved glass slides and allowed to grow to 25-35% confluency, before they were
fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 5 min and stored in 50% methanol.
Metaphase spreads were prepared from short-term cultures of lymphocytes from an
anonymous normal male donor grown for 72 h in RPMI 1640 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
10% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin and 2% phytohaemagglutinin (PHA,
HA-15; Abbott Molecular, Inc, Des Plaines, IL)(23). Cells were blocked in mitosis by
treatment with colcemid (0.12 µg/ml, Invitrogen, San Diego, CA) for 30 min. All cells
were pelleted and incubated in 75 mM KCl for 15 min at 37oC. The cells were then spun
down, and approximately 107 cells were fixed in three changes of acetic acid:methanol
fixative (1:3, vol.:vol.). Finally, the cells were dropped on ethanol-cleaned glass slides
and aged for a minimum of 1 week in ambient air at 20oC, sealed in plastic bags and
stored at –20 oC until used.
Molecular cloning of tyrosine kinase (tk) genes expressed in PTCs
We followed an RT-PCR approach with mixed base primers to identify expressed tk
genes in PTC specimens and constructed cDNA libraries containing the catalytic
domains of tk genes. The cDNA was prepared from tumor tissues by RNA isolation
followed by oligo-dT primed reverse transcription. PCR amplification was then per-
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formed for 35 cycles using mixed base primers that bind to the conserved sequences of
domains VII and IX of the tyrosine kinase genes (F-TYRK: 5´-GGGCGTCAGAARRTNRSNGAYTTYGG-3´; R-TYRK: 5´-GCGCGGGCCCRWANSHCCANACRTCNSA-3´)(23).
Each cycle consisted of a denaturation step of 30 sec at 94°C, primer annealing at 53°C
for 60 sec and primer extension for 120 sec at 72°C. Most PCR products appeared as a
single broad band of the expected size (~160-170 bp). Reamplification of the PCR
products with modified F-TYRK/R-TYRK primers designed to include deoxy-UMP
residues and a Not1 restriction site at their respective 5´ends (F-TYRKU: 5´-CUACUACUACUAGCGGCCGCAARRTNRSNGAYTTYGG-3´; R-TYRK: 5´-CAUCAUCAUCAUGCGGCCGCCCRWANSHCCANACRTCNS-3´) resulted in PCR products of the
expected size (about 190 bp) suitable for treatment with uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG)
and cloning into pAMP1 (Gibco/LTI). Prior to UDG-treatment and annealing to the
vector, PCR products were heated at 60°C for 10 min, placed on ice and purified
(Biospin 30 column, Biorad, Hercules, CA) to remove nontemplate-derived products.
Transformation was performed using MAX Efficiency DH5α competent cells (Gibco/LTI,
Gaitherburg, MD). Cells were incubated overnight at 37°C on LB plates containing
100µg/ml ampicillin, 50µg/ml X-gal and 1mM IPTG (Gibco/LTI).
The DNA from clones with 125-190 bp inserts was extracted and blotted on a ZetaProbe nylon membrane (Biorad). The filters were screened with α(32P)dCTP-labeled
probes prepared from known tk genes, such as previously sequenced tk-fragments.
Only clones that did not hybridize with any of the known probes were sequenced.
Dideoxysequencing using ABI instruments and fluorescent primers was performed at
the University of California, Berkeley, Biochemical Core Facility on a recharge base.
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Fluorescence in situ hybridization
All FISH experiments followed our previously published protocols (12,15,21). For
initial screening of S48TK metaphases, we selected six BAC clones for the chromosome 9 from the Roswell Park Cancer Institute (RPCI) library RP11 (Table 1) using
information in publicly available databases (http://genome.ucsc.edu/ and
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gquery/gquery.fcgi)(25). For DNA isolation and preparation
of DNA probes from individual clones, BAC DNA was isolated from 10 ml bacterial
overnight cultures containing 12.5 µg/ml chloramphenicol (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) using
an alkaline lysis protocol and precipitation in 2-propanol DNA (15,20,24). Then, the DNA
was extracted once with phenol:chloroform, precipitated again with 2-propanol, and
resuspended in 20-40 µl sterile water. The DNA concentrations were determined using
a TKO100 instrument and Hoechst 33342 fluorometry (Hoefer, San Francisco, CA). The
BAC-derived DNA (typically 1-2 μl of DNA in a 10 μl reaction) was labeled via random
priming following the instruction of the kit manufacturer (BioPrime Kit, Invitrogen)
incorporating biotin-14-dCTP (part of the BioPrime kit), digoxigenin-11-dUTP (dig-11dUTP, Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Indianapolis, IN), fluorescein-12-dUTP (Roche
Molecular Biochemicals), Cy5-dUTP (Amersham, Arlington Heights, IN) or Cy5.5-dCTP
(Perkin Elmer, Wellesley, MA)(22). [Table 1 here]
The clones used to label specific regions of chromosome 9 were a subset of the
Sanger Institute 1Mbp set (22,26). A total of 150 BAC clones (50 and 100 clones for the
short and long arms of chromosome 9, respectively) were grown overnight in 2 ml LB
medium plus chloramphenicol each in 96-well plates (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA).
The preparation of DNA probes representing BAC pools was performed in the way
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described for single clones with the following modification: 1 ml from each culture was
combined in the desired pool, the cells were spun down, resuspended in 10 ml PBS
containing 50 μg/ml lysozyme, and DNA was isolated and labeled as described above.
Prior to hybridization of DNA probes to S48TK cells, all probes were tested on normal
male metaphase spreads to ensure sufficient signal strength, and correct cytogenetic
map positions. [Table 2 here]
Our FISH protocols were based on separate denaturation of probes and DNA
targets (22). Briefly, we combined 1 μl of each probe (typically 20-300ng of labeled
DNA), 1-4 μl of human COT-1™ DNA (1 mg/ml, Invitrogen), 1 μl of salmon sperm (SS)
DNA (10 mg/ml, Invitrogen) and 7 μl of a hybridization master mix so that the final
mixture contained 65% formamide (FA)(Invitrogen), 10% dextran sulfate in 2x SSC, pH
7.0 (20x SSC is 3 M sodium chloride, 300 mM tri-sodium citrate)(21,24). If more than
three probes were combined, we precipitated the probes, SS DNA and COT-1™ DNA in
2-propanol, and resuspended the pellet in 3 μl water prior to addition of and the
hybridization master mix. The mixture was denatured at 76oC for 10 min and incubated
for 30 min at 37 oC to pre-anneal blocking DNA with probes. At this time, the slides were
denatured for 4 min at 76oC in 70% FA/2x SSC, pH 7.0, dehydrated in a 70%, 85%,
100% ethanol series for 2 min each step, and air dried. Ten microliters of the
hybridization mixture was pipetted on to the cells, covered with a 22x22 mm2 coverslip
and sealed with rubber cement. Hybridization of a cDNA probe prepared by random
priming of DNA isolated from the IMAGE Consortium cDNA clone ID 49318 (Research
Genetics, Huntsville, AL) containing the NTRK1 cDNA followed the above protocol,
except that paraformaldehyde-fixed cells were attached to slides.
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Following overnight hybridization at 37oC, the slides were washed two or three times
in 50% FA/2x SSC at 45oC for 10 min each followed by two washes in 2x SSC at 21oC
on a shaking platform. Cells were then incubated 5 min in PNM (5% nonfat dry milk, 1%
sodium azide in PN buffer (0.1 M Na phosphate buffer, pH 8.0, 1% Nonidet-P40
(Sigma))) at 21oC, before bound non-fluorescent probes were detected with fluoresceinconjugated avidin DCS (Vector, Burlingame, CA) or anti-digoxigenin-rhodamine (Roche).
Finally, the slides were mounted in 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (0.5 µg/ml;
Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA) in antifade solution (24). Spectral Karyotyping analysis was
performed with commercially available probes (Applied Spectral Imaging, Inc., Carlsbad,
CA) and an SD200 Cytogenetics workstation (ASI) following the manufacturer’s
instructions (9,22).
Image acquisition and analysis.
Fluorescence microscopy was performed on a Zeiss Axioskop microscope equipped
with filter sets (single or triple color or 84000v2 Quad, ChromaTechnology, Brattleboro,
VT) for observation of Cy5, Cy5.5, Texas Red, Cy3.5/rhodamine, FITC, DAPI. Images
were collected using a CCD camera (VHS Vosskuehler, Osnabrueck, FRG) and processed using Adobe Photoshop® software (Adobe Inc., Mountain View, CA).
Mouse xenografts
Fifty thousand S48TK cells suspended in 50µl of type I collagen gel were grafted beneath the kidney capsule of athymic mice. After 2 weeks, the mice were euthanized and
tumor tissues were harvested. Prostate cancer cells lines were used as positive controls.
All animal protocols were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee (IACUC), Vanderbilt University (protocol # M/01/312).
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Results
Molecular profiling of tk genes expressed in PTCs
We analyzed a total of 795 recombinant clones with 473 of them partially
sequenced and complete sequences obtained from 441 clones. DNA sequences were
analyzed using the programs FASTA, BLASTX and BEAUTY to identify clones that
contained known tyrosine kinase genes. In total, we identified 44 different tyrosine
kinase genes among 441 sequences. In addition, 81 clones contained inserts that did
not possess sufficient homology (>70%) to be assigned to known tk genes. However,
simulated transcription using the computer program DNA STRIDER generated bona
fide tk gene-like amino acid sequences in 35 cases. DNA sequence alignments were
performed using the 'ClustalW Multiple Sequence Alignment Program' and the 'HUSAR'
program package (DKFZ, Heidelberg) to determine the relationship among these
sequences. At least three transcripts were cloned for which STRIDER suggested tk- like
amino acid sequences, but genes could be identified by BLAST. About 10% of the
sequenced clones (i.e., 46 sequences) appeared to contain PCR or cloning artifacts.
Raw sequences were used to select clones for pre-screening.
Case S50TK exemplifies the efficiency of our approach. Pre-screening of the first
set of clones with 10 previously identified transcripts under normal stringency was only
somewhat sufficient to identify previously characterized insert sequences and
sequencing demonstrated the presence of ABL, UFO and FLG transcripts. The second
cycle testing an additional 172 recombinant clones showed a significant number of BRK
transcripts, a gene reported to be over-expressed in breast cancers and melanomas
(27). When a third cycle involving the analysis of 96 more clones from case S50TK
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included BRK among 19 different probes in prescreening, 40 clones were selected for
sequencing leading to 11 (~27 %) additional tk sequences with no BLAST hits. The list
of tk genes identified by the expression profiling contained several sequences reported
to have transforming activity, such as C-MER/mertk, UFO/AXL and BRK (27 - 28)(Table
3). However, no ret transcripts were found. Furthermore, since the rt-PCR assays
generated only one tk-tag-per-transcript, they could not discriminate between wild-type
and mutated genes. [Table 3 here]
At this point, we decided to apply molecular cytogenetic techniques to search for
activating rearrangements. Case S48TK seemed to be an interesting candidate for this
type of investigation due to its large number of chromosomal rearrangements.

Karyotype analysis
By G–banding (data not shown) or SKY analysis (Fig.2A), the cell line S48TK had
shown numerous translocations among them several complex translocations including
two marker chromosomes, m1 and m2, that carried chromosome 9 derived material
(6,20,22). Our SKY analysis suggested that m1 is the product of a t(7;9;15), while m2
might have been the results of insertion of chromosome 9 material into a
der(8)t(8;15)(Fig.2A, insert).
In addition, our interest in rearrangements of the long arm of chromosome 1 was
initiated by the observation that several derivative chromosomes carried chromosome
1-derived material. The proximal long arm of chromosome 1 harbors the NTRK1 and
TPM3 genes, and comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) indicated extra copies of
the proximal region of chromosome1q besides an amplification on 9q (Fig.2B). A
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preliminary molecular cytogenetic analysis of rearrangements involving the long arm of
chromosome 1 in cell line S48TK has been published recently (20). Hybridization of
BAC probes that bound either proximal or distal of the two candidate genes NTRK1 and
TPM3 could demonstrate two marker chromosomes, one that appear to carry an
inversion of the critical region between 144 Mbp and 155 Mbp, while the second marker
chromosome showed hybridization pattern indicative of multiple copies of the same
region (20). Further fine mapping and delineation of the chromosome 1-specific
breakpoints has been initiated. Hybridization of a biotinylated cDNA probe for NTRK1
showed strong, most cytoplasmic signals in S48TK cells grown on slides (Fig.2D),
which supports the hypothesis that rearrangements in this cell line led to abnormal
NTRK1 expression.
An initial hybridization used of six arbitrarily chosen BAC-derived DNA probes that
cluster pairwise in three locations: on the short arm of chromosome 9 at 9p21 roughly
between 21.850 Mbp and 27.313 Mbp (visualized in red), the proximal long arm of
chromosome 9 around or the distal long arm of chromosome 9 (both loci detected with
avidin-FITC, green fluorescence)(Table 1). The FISH results (Fig.2C) indicated two
copies of a der(9) with material from 9p as well as 9q indicated by the presence of one
red and two green signal domains representing the locus under test on the short and
long arm of chromosome 9, respectively. Besides highlighting a der(?)t(?;9), which
carried chromosome 9 material, this hybridization experiment also delivered first clues
about the composition of the marker chromosomes, m1 and m2 (Fig.2C, arrows). As the
metaphase spread in Fig.2C shows, the marker m2 contained only DNA from one of the
loci on chromosome 9q (only 1 pair of green signal domains), while the metaphase
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chromosome m1 showed four pairs of signals indicative of a duplicated region
containing both regions from 9q13-21 and 9q22-31 (Table 1).
The hybridization of locus-specific BAC probes and observation of green FISH
signals on the marker chromosomes presented strong evidence for the presence of
DNA from chromosome 9q on markers m1 and m2 (Fig.2A), but a more systematic
approach was needed to delineate the breakpoints, and eventually identify genes with
altered expression at or near the translocation breakpoints. We decided to cover the
entire euchromatic part of human chromosome 9 with BAC probes that bind on average
every 600-700 kb apart. From the Sanger Center BAC 1Mbp set (26), we selected 50
clones that map to the short arm of chromosome 9, and 100 clones that map to the long
arm (Table 2). The 150 BAC clones were arrayed in 96-well microtiter plates so that the
most distal clone on the short arm of chromosome 9 was placed in position A1 and each
row (also called ‘pool’) contained between 8 and 11 clones that mapped into an interval
of several megabasepairs (22). Two 96-well plates were sufficient to hold all 150 clones.
To expedite the characterization of the marker chromosomes, we labeled the five pools
that map to the short arm of chromosome 9 (Table 2, pools 9-1 to 9-5) with digoxigenin.
Pools 9-6 to 9-15 that map to the long arm were combined and labeled with biotin. All
probes were then combined in one hybridization mixture. Hybridization of these
chromosome 9 arm-specific probes onto normal metaphase chromosomes showed the
desired effect of painting the short and long arms in red and green, respectively (Fig.2E,
top), while hybridization of the same probes to S48TK metaphase spreads revealed four
different types of chromosomes with material from chromosome 9, among them the
markers m1 and m2 (arrow in Fig.2E, bottom). Again, the FISH results suggested that
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the markers m1 and m2 contained no material derived from chromosome 9p. A
representative result of FISH analysis of a S48TK metaphase spread is shown in Fig.2F.
Hybridization of individual pools allowed us to narrow the chromosome 9 material on m2
to DNA from pools 9-10 and 9-11 (not shown)(22). Thus, in only two overnight
hybridizations, the origin of the small insert could be narrowed down from chromosome
9 (about 138 Mbp) to the long arm of chromosome 9 (about 93 Mbp) to a pair of BAC
pools (12.7 Mbp).
To characterize the marker chromosomes with even higher resolution, we selected
four BAC clones from the interface between pools 9-10 and 9-11. The DNAs isolated
from clones RP11-96L7 and RP11-547C13 covering the area from 98.923 Mb to 99.450
Mb (Table 2) were labeled with biotin and detected with avidin-FITC (green). The DNAs
isolated from clones RP11-463M14 and RP11-208F1 covering the area from 99.548 Mb
to 100.198 Mb (Table 2) were labeled with digoxigenin and detected with anti-digoxigenin antibodies conjugated to rhodamine (red). Marker m2 showed a single green
domain, while marker m1 showed more than 2 domains that had bound red as well as
green probes (Fig.2G). Thus, the chromosomal region amplified on marker m1 seems to
be larger than the chromosome 9-derived fragment on marker m2. The next step in our
investigation will be the characterization of expressed sequences in the interval flanked
by clones RP11-96L7 and RP11-208F1, which requires integration of information from
slightly different database namely the Sanger Center BAC database, the NIH/NCBI
Human Genome map and the information available through the www interface at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, (UCSC) Genome Browser (25). A first look at the
region chromosome 9:100.645 – 102.198 Mb on the UCSC Genome browser showed
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that the transforming growth factor beta receptor 1 (TGFBR1)(Fig.2H, arrow) gene
maps to this region as well as BAC clone RP11-91D7 (Fig.2H, arrow), which we had
hybridized initially.
Our mouse xenograft studies underlined the aggressive growth behavior of S48TK
cells. Twenty kidney capsule xenografts of S48TK formed 20 rapidly growing tumors
(100%) in athymic mice, while a parallel xenograft of TPC-1 cells (15) failed to grow.

Discussion
Driven by a desire to understand how human cancer is linked to radiation, we
decided to investigate the chromosomal and genetic changes in thyroid cancer tissues
obtained from a special cohort of patients: children who lived in regions contaminated
by the 1986 nuclear accident in Chernobyl, Ukraine. There have been speculations
about the role of iodine deficiency or ionizing radiation in the genesis of thyroid tumors,
but the precise mechanisms underlying the progression of normal thyroid epithelium to
benign thyroid disease (for example, goiters or adenomas) to carcinomas or a direct
malignant transformation of normal epithelium are unknown. Specific chromosomal
rearrangements such as the ret/PTC oncogenes or a TMP3-NTRK1 fusion gene product
have been suggested as a cause of malignant transformation of thyroid epithelium, yet
many tumors do not show either abnormality.
Recent reports suggested that the aberrant expression of genes involved in
apoptosis or cell proliferation may play an important role in the malignant transformation
of benign thyroid neoplasms or the progression of well differentiated thyroid cancer to
the much more aggressive anaplastic carcinomas (29 - 31). This and other interesting
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observations involving tyrosine kinase genes such as the family of Aurora kinases or a
Polo1-like kinase in this transformation still await confirmation in larger study cohorts
(32 - 33).
When we began our studies on chPTC specimens, we ask whether 1. the cell lines
form tumors in nude mice, 2. the cells express tk genes in a way that might explain their
phenotype, and 3. whether the analysis of metaphase spreads will reveal chromosomal
changes that provide leads to the identification of activated oncogenes. Certainly, cell
line S48TK forms aggressively growing tumors, is aneuploid and carries multiple
translocations. Thus, S48TK appears to be an interesting cellular system to study
genetic changes and their consequences in radiation-related PTC.
Our expression profiling of tk genes generated a wealth of information about
expressed tk genes and signaling cascades that are involved in the transmission of
extracellular proliferation and differentiation signals to their intracellular targets including
the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway (34). But expression profiling
hardly gets to the root of the problem, i.e., which cis- or trans-acting factor is
responsible for abnormal expression. Another shortfall of RNA expression profiling of
cells cultured in vitro is the fact that results are easily affected by culture conditions,
which, in a similar fashion, is also true for profiling growth factors in serum before or
after physical exercise (35). Thus, if one assumes that misrepaired, radiation-induced
double-strand DNA breaks initiated the post-Chernobyl thyroid cancer cases, a
molecular cytogenetic search for chromosomal alterations appears to be a more
promising route to identification of the genetic changes underlying chPTC, and
ultimately devising strategies for molecular intervention of the disease (33, 36).
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Routine laboratory techniques for karyotype analyses are based on Giemsa (G)banding, whole chromosome painting (WCP) or Spectral Karyotyping (SKY). These
techniques are likely to fail to detect deletions or translocations smaller than ~10 Mbp,
i.e., roughly the size of a chromosome band. However, fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) with locus-specific DNA probes is sensitive enough to tag specific DNA
sequences in interphase or metaphase cells. Our FISH-based approach for karyotype
analysis combines the high specificity of bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)-derived
DNA probes with the sensitive single-cell detection capability of FISH, thus enabling the
rapid and unambiguous detection of small translocations, duplications and inversions
necessary to identify and characterize occult translocations in chPTC (20).
For more than a decade, our laboratories have been involved in the preparation of
breakpoint-specific probes and assays (12, 37 - 40). Initially, we used probes prepared
from yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) clones, and it took on average 8-10 week to
prepare probes suitable for interphase analysis (37). The availability of annotated BAC
libraries has greatly facilitated the task of breakpoint mapping, so that breakpointspanning or -flanking BAC clones can often been isolated in less than 3 weeks (41).
A straightforward application of in situ hybridization experiments using BAC pools for
decreasing sizes of genomic intervals rapidly led to the identification of TGFRB1 as a
candidate kinase in the development or progression of PTC. The precise role of
TGFBR1 in chPTC progression and contributions from other members of the TGF-beta
family of growth factors and receptors, which are involved in many cellular processes
such as proliferation and apoptosis (42-43), will require further investigations.
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Table 1. Location of single BAC clones on chromosome 9.
Start point (kb)a

End point (kb) a

BAC/gene size (bp)b

Region

BAC clone

9p21

RP11-149I2

21,850

22,045

101,155

9p21

RP11-57P14

27,143

27,313

101,445

9q13-q21

RP11-386J22

72,040

72,220

182,427

9q21.13

RP11-151D14

74,825

74,675

136,895

9q22-q31

RP11-91D7

100,825

100,993

168,199

9q31.1

RP11-413C10

106,405

106,587

182,012

a

Unique position information was estimated from the Human Genome Reference DNA Sequence,

Mapviewer build 36.3 at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/mapview/.
b

The insert sizes were taken from information available at the NCBI Clone Registry at

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/clone/clname.cgi?stype=Id&list=209311&TransHist=0

Table 2. BAC pools for chromosome 9, their start and end positions as well as insert
sizesa
Pool

Clone

Start [bp]
222308

End [bp]

Size [Mbp]

9-1

GS1-77L23

336203

113895

9-1

RP11-147I11

991152

1101150

109998

9-1

RP11-66M18

1340595

1488472

147877

9-1

RP11-48M17

2136364

2296360

159996

9-1

RP11-320E16

2521111

2521805

694

9-1

RP11-509J21

3533199

3696631

163432

9-1

RP11-125K10

4819733

4991796

172063

9-1

RP11-509D8

4911574

5121406

209832

9-1

RP11-218I7

5993718

6146499

152781

9-1

RP11-106A1

6566990

6567805

815

9-1

RP11-283F6

7267032

7418276

151244

9-2

RP11-283F6

7267081

7418295

151214

9-2

RP11-29B9

7904520

8056890

152370

9-2

RP11-175E13

8398615

8557610

158995

9-2

RP11-527D15

9657611

9823754

166143

9-2

RP11-19G1

9932073

10130653

198580

9-2

RP11-23D5

11170428

11341967

171539

9-2

RP11-352F21

11389658

11588107

198449

9-2

RP11-446F13

12225005

12396287

171282

9-2

RP11-187K14

12819715

13004078

184363
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9-2

RP11-413D24

13729630

13912935

183305

9-2

RP11-408A13

14419816

14586697

166881

9-3

RP11-490C5

15219945

15401987

182042

9-3

RP11-109M15

16141186

16325481

184295

9-3

RP11-132E11

16987010

17148443

161433

9-3

RP11-123J20

17839221

18013839

174618

9-3

RP11-503K16

18579957

18743091

163134

9-3

RP11-513M16

19310518

19506748

196230

9-3

RP11-15P13

20172465

20351121

178656

9-3

RP11-113D19

21157685

21158452

767

9-3

RP11-149I2

21851433

22046818

195385

9-3

RP11-11J1

22479595

22579721

100126

9-4

RP11-495L19

23376562

23557443

180881

9-4

RP11-33K8

24090721

24243438

152717

9-4

RP11-468C2

24877888

25069382

191494

9-4

RP11-33G16

25690187

25853227

163040

9-4

RP11-5P15

26681234

26681720

486

9-4

RP11-27J8

27417088

27590261

173173

9-4

RP11-20P5

28027075

28204449

177374

9-4

RP11-264J11

28840514

28840768

254

9-4

RP11-383F6

29089125

29250390

161265

9-4

RP11-48L13

29493271

29639053

145782

9-5

RP11-2G13

30199650

30364698

165048

9-5

RP11-573M23

34323596

34407345

83749

9-5

RP11-395N21

35284076

35428177

144101

9-5

RP11-421H8

36088495

36279930

191435

9-5

RP11-220I1

37065972

37242474

176502

9-5

RP11-113O24

38261089

38427295

166206

9-5

RP11-138L21

39175643

39294206

118563

9-5

RP11-38P6

42614658

42703483

88825

9-5

RP11-111G23

42933608

43076412

142804

9-6

RP11-274B18

68358409

68528389

169980

9-6

RP11-265B8

68778953

68779698

745

9-6

RP11-109D9

69487306

69676572

189266

9-6

RP11-141J10

70528528

70677340

148812

9-6

RP11-563H8

71314567

71465298

150731

9-6

RP11-429L21

72321408

72481088

159680

9-6

RP11-71A24

72848317

73017346

169029

9-6

RP11-401G5

73624112

73796829

172717

9-6

RP11-66O21

75439414

75440255

841

9-6

RP11-422N19

76090213

76253493

163280

9-7

RP11-490H9

76861448

77031282

169834

9-7

RP11-336N8

77969998

77970521

523

9-7

RP11-174K23

78534808

78716286

181478

9-7

RP11-362L2

79355248

79356032

784
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9-7

RP11-280K20

80042734

80187829

145095

9-7

RP11-384P5

80182461

80364063

181602

9-7

RP11-66D1

80991481

81138354

146873

9-7

RP11-432M2

82008792

82208346

199554

9-7

RP11-541F16

82662629

82822736

160107

9-7

RP11-439A18

83330646

83525574

194928

9-8

RP11-292F10

83899162

83988222

89060

9-8

RP11-59M22

84220295

84377175

156880

9-8

RP11-172F7

85287618

85288314

696

9-8

RP11-280P22

85960413

86094507

134094

9-8

RP11-276H19

86827154

86980390

153236

9-8

RP11-423O13

86923188

87098245

175057

9-8

RP11-40C6

87248292

87415074

166782

9-8

RP11-249H20

87325937

87486007

160070

9-8

RP11-65B23

87486049

87654534

168485

9-8

RP11-345K9

87869665

88066130

196465

9-9

RP11-176L21

88644066

88799441

155375

9-9

RP11-8B23

89927165

89927994

829

9-9

RP11-555F9

90225650

90402024

176374

9-9

RP11-440G5

91210454

91381302

170848

9-9

RP11-19J3

92321634

92489352

167718

9-9

RP11-30L4

93288305

93459139

170834

9-9

RP11-333I7

94415600

94590889

175289

9-9

RP11-279I21

94473904

94655715

181811

9-9

RP11-435O5

95213051

95402627

189576

9-9

RP11-160D19

95433765

95598231

164466

9-10

RP11-240L7

96060259

96229878

169619

9-10

RP11-23J9

97120587

97286003

165416

9-10

RP11-23B15

97623563

97784334

160771

9-10

RP11-92C4

98644256

98794171

149915

9-10

RP11-192E23

98744783

98745226

443

9-10

RP11-96L7

98922778

99098674

175896

9-10

RP11-547C13

99270898

99449952

179054

9-10

RP11-463M14

99548194

99709828

161634

9-10

RP11-463M14

99548222

99709762

161540

9-10

RP11-208F1

100050139

100197864

147725

9-11

RP11-80H12

100788649

100957646

168997

9-11

RP11-75J9

101521451

101680519

159068

9-11

RP11-318L4

103254007

103418980

164973

9-11

RP11-185E13

103623573

103794095

170522

9-11

RP11-31J20

104568352

104754723

186371

9-11

RP11-287A8

105223738

105396654

172916

9-11

RP11-540H22

106247901

106435604

187703

9-11

RP11-438P9

107357324

107357981

657

9-11

RP11-400A24

108279653

108468171

188518
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a

9-11

RP11-388N6

109146376

109360971

214595

9-12

RP11-470J20

109953950

110131864

177914

9-12

RP11-202G18

110955506

111132187

176681

9-12

RP11-570D4

111731038

111917067

186029

9-12

RP11-88M9

112540764

112727061

186297

9-12

RP11-534I8

113659179

113845753

186574

9-12

RP11-78H18

114647112

114805811

158699

9-12

RP11-279J9

114917908

115093107

175199

9-12

RP11-445L6

114960260

115162581

202321

9-12

RP11-445L6

114981548

115162653

181105

9-12

RP11-382H18

115128372

115297394

169022

9-13

RP11-404K23

115288454

115472575

184121

9-13

RP11-58C3

115951715

116121055

169340

9-13

RP11-67K19

116408159

116563591

155432

9-13

RP11-388N2

117294858

117470365

175507

9-13

RP11-451E16

118116160

118310814

194654

9-13

RP11-574M5

118953289

119134969

181680

9-13

RP11-28O4

119071486

119072140

654

9-13

RP11-360A18

119775925

119958173

182248

9-13

RP11-165P4

120891105

121069469

178364

9-13

RP11-477J21

120973024

121178266

205242

9-14

RP11-429D3

121691418

121864392

172974

9-14

RP11-137O6

122808959

122994424

185465

9-14

RP11-417B4

123491878

123688856

196978

9-14

RP11-101K10

124167663

124330481

162818

9-14

RP11-269P11

125271849

125447742

175893

9-14

RP11-205K6

126296031

126460599

164568

9-14

RP11-373J8

127282486

127499995

217509

9-14

RP11-545E17

128541257

128707904

166647

9-14

RP11-202H3

129858645

130045763

187118

9-15

RP11-57C19

130510169

130683466

173297

9-15

RP11-83J21

130670998

130857947

186949

9-15

RP11-143H20

130881497

131058128

176631

9-15

RP11-5N16

132007228

132007771

543

9-15

RP11-295G24

132650995

132860166

209171

9-15

RP11-153P4

133571331

133750415

179084

9-15

RP11-399H11

135198232

135419560

221328

9-15

RP11-83N9

136207935

136362829

154894

9-15

RP11-417A4

137679200

137871989

192789

9-15

GS1-135I17

138168343

138274031

105688

All information was provided by the Welcome Trust Sanger Centre.
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Table 3. Identification of TK genes expressed in PTC tissues.

Case

Patient
age/gender

Clones Tyrosine kinase genes
analyzed/ (Number of identical clones)*
sequenced

S42TK

37/male

33/31

S42TK

37/male

33/18

13/female

90/76

S47TK

13/female

18/9

S50TK

16/female

72/68

S50TK

16/female

172/85

S50TK

16/female

96/40

S145TK

23/female

55/20

S47TK

C-ABL(1), C-YES(1), ECK(1), FLG(1), FYN (7),
JAK1 (1), MKK3(1), NET(1), PDGF(1), SRC (1),
V-ABL(1),UFO(11), not tk gene (3)
C-SYN(5), FLG(2), JAK1(2), MKK3(3), PDGF(1),
unidentified (2), not tk gene (3)
C-SYN(1), C-YES(1), FER(1), FYN(10), HLA-A(1),
JAK1(2), MKK3(24), NET(1), PDGF(5), SRC(2),
UFO(14), V-ABL(4), unidentified (4), not tk gene (6)
C-SYN(4), EGF(2), JAK1 (1), MKK3(2)
unidentified (0),
CLK3(1), C-ABL(1), C-SYN(3), C-YES(1), ECK(1),
FAK2/PYK2(2), FLG(3), HEK8(1), HSBITPTK(2),
HSIGFERR(2), HUMTYRKIN(3), JAK1(3), JAK3(3),
KIAA0204(1), LCK(1), MEK(1), MKK3(4), MLK(2),
SRC(1), TYK2(2), TYRO3(3), UFO(7), V-ABL(4),
unidentified (8), not tk gene (8)
BRK(16), C-MER(4), FAK2/PYK2(1), FGR(1), HEK8(5),
HSBITBTK(1), HSIGFIRR(1), HSLK/KIAA0204(1),
HSU07349(1), HUMPKSCD(1), HUMTYRKIN(8),
IRR(1), LCK(1), MEK3(2), MLK(3), NTK16/JAK3(3),
PYK2(2), SPRK(1), TEK(1), TIE(2), TYK2(5),
TYRO3(6), UFO(2), V-ABL(1),
unidentified (8), not tk gene (7)
C-FMS(1), C-MER(1), C-SRC(2), EPH(3), FGR(1),
HEK8(3), HSBITPTK(1), HSIGFIRR(1), HUMP4K(1),
LCK(1), LYN(1), MLK3(2), PYK2/FAK2(1), TIE(1),
TYK2(1), TYRO3(1), V-ABL/ARG(1), unidentified(11),
not tk gene (6)
C-FMS(1), C-MER(4),JAK1(2),LYN(1),MET(1),
PYK2/FAK2(2),RON(1),TIE
(2),TYK(1),TYRO3(1) ,UFO/AXL(1),V-ABL/ARG(1),
Unidentified(1), not tk gene (1)

Prescreen

None

4 Probes: C-ABL, FLG, NET,
UFO
None

4 Probes: C-ABL, FLG, NET,
UFO
10 Probes: C-ABL, C-YES,
ECK, FLG, FYN, JAK1, MKK3,
NET, PDGF, UFO

12 Probes: C-ABL, C-SYN, CYES, ECK, FLG, FYN, JAK1,
MKK3, NET, PDGF, UFO, VABL

19 Probes: BRK,C-ABL,CSYN,C-YES,ECK,FER,FLG,
FYN,HLA-A,JAK1, JAK3,
MEK, MKK3, NET, PDGF,
PYK2/FAK2, TYRO3P, UFO,
V-ABL/ARG
10 Probes: C-ABL, C-YES,
ECK, FLG, FYN, JAK1, MKK3,
NET, PDGF, UFO

* Unidentified: no BLAST hits in Genbank; not TK gene: other type of DNA sequence (repeat etc.)
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Legends to figures.
Fig. 1: The three major forms of ret activation by chromosomal rearrangement. A) The
translocation breakpoint in the ret gene is between the transmembrane domain (TM)
and the tyrosine kinase domain (TK). The tk domain is then fused in frame to an
expressed sequence (H4, R1α or RFG/ele1). B) The ret/PTC1 translocation is a
paracentric inversion fusing the 5'-end of ret to H4(D10S170) which is located more
distal on the long arm of chromosome 10 (12).
Fig. 2. FISH analysis of the PTC cell line S48TK. A) The SKY analysis demonstrated
several rearranged chromosomes. The insert in the lower right corner shows the two
complex marker chromosomes (m1, m2), which we analyzed. B) The results of CGH
analysis suggest copy number changes along chromosomes 1 and 9. C) Hybridization
of individual BAC-derived DNA probes suggests that markers m1 and m2 do not contain
a significant portion of the short arm of chromosome 9, but gene duplication on m1. D)
The in situ hybridization of a cDNA probe for NTRK-1 shows strong signals in the
cytoplasm of S48TK cells. E)-G) Our BAC-FISH approach to find occult translocations,
rapidly characterize markers and delineate breakpoint regions. E) BAC clones were
pooled such that all probes mapping to either the short or long arm of chromosome 9
were labeled with the same reporter molecule. F) Very clean hybridizations to S48TK
metaphase cells support the notion that markers m1 and m2 carry only chromosome 9
material, which stems from the long arm. G) Hybridization of differently-labeled probes
from the region at the interphase of pools 9-10 and 9-11 demonstrated signals of these
BAC probes on m1 and well as m2. H) In silico analysis. The region apparently
translocated to m2 is shown in the viewer of the UCSC Genome Browser window (25).
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